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Learn all about artists who changed history in this engaging and colorful board book perfect for
creators-in-training!Painting, shaping, making art.With creative joy, hands, and heart.Little artists
have great big imaginations.In this follow up to This Little President, This Little Explorer, This
Little Trailblazer, and This Little Scientist now even the youngest readers can learn all about
great and empowering artists in history! Highlighting ten memorable artists who paved the way,
parents and little ones alike will love this creativity primer full of fun, age-appropriate facts and
bold illustrations.



this little artist this little light of mine original artist this little light of mine artist the little artist party
the little artist studio the little artist gradinita

This Little President: A Presidential Primer This Little Artist: An Art History Primer This Little
Dreamer: An Inspirational Primer This Little Environmentalist: A Love-the-Earth Primer ABCs of
Art (Sabrina Hahn's Art & Concepts for Kids) 123s of Art (Sabrina Hahn's Art & Concepts for
Kids) Animals in Art (Sabrina Hahn's Art & Concepts for Kids)



Mioshei, “GREAT BOOK FOR LITTLE HANDS. These books are great. They have very vivid
colors on each page of the people they are speaking about. The print is easy to read for new
readers and easy to understand. My grandson loves these books. He took one to show and tell
in his preschool class and the teacher loved it too. I ended up ordering some for the class they
were such a big hit. Your child or grandchildren will love this book, I totally stand behind them.
I'm sure they will keep your child busy. The pages are thick and not thin, so they helps with the
durability.  They are easy to wipe off in case they get something spilled on them.”

Mara B., “A surprise hit for us!. When we got this I thought it would be too advanced for our one-
year-old, but she actually likes it quite a bit and hands it to me to read at least every couple of
days. I think she likes the rhythm of the words and the bright illustrations. I like the diverse artists
included even if I’m not sure she’s really retaining too much info about them yet!”

ChiSamA, “Excellent product, bought others as well!. We received this book as part of our kids
book box and love it. Excellent quality learning material, and fun for adults to quiz each other and
learn, too!My granddaughter loves looking at the faces.We love this format so much that we
bought the other books in the series. Top notch!!”

Meredith M, “A Family Favorite. "The Little" series is a favorite of our family, and we wait for each
new book with much anticipation. These books are easy to read with a rhythm to the bulk of the
story (more information is provided under each individual picture and those break from the
rhythm but can be skipped without causing any confusion in the book).”

Ebook Library Reader, “This Little series doesn't disappoint. This is 3rd book we have gotten in
this series. They are well written and teach about real people that have left their mark on the
world.”

TexasMomma, “Love this series. I love this series for babies! This book has cute pictures and I
love how the vocabulary introduces baby to words I wouldn’t normally use.”

Brittany Taylor, “Cute and meaningful. My 5 and 3 year olds love this. It’s cute and simple enough
to be accessible to young children, but I appreciate that it does include some substance. My
eldest had lots of questions, which means this little book did a great job of inspiring curiosity and
being a wonderful jumping off point for learning more about a diverse group of famous artists.”

Patricia, “Beautiful. Buenos materiales, diseño bonito y buenas explicaciones para las y los
peques.Good materials, beautiful design and good explanations for kids.”



Serena Sklar, “Little artist has mama impressed!. My two year old adores this book, and I’ve
learned something too!”

The book by Joan Holub has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 684 people have provided feedback.
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